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challenging themes. Various algorithms have been proposed
to reduce the computational complexity of ME module such
as three step search (3SS) [3], and four step search (4SS) [4].
These algorithms utilize monotonic property of block
distortion measure (BDM) used to estimate motion vector.
However, this property does not always hold true for realworld video sequences, especially with high and irregular
motion videos at low frame rates. As a consequence, video
quality degradation introduced by these algorithms is
relatively high [5].
In order to accelerate H.264/AVC video coding, a number
of researches have been made to explore fast algorithms in
motion estimation and mode decision [5-15, 24-28]. One of
the methods of reducing computation is to stop the ME
process early. The variable block-size zero motion detection
and variable block-size best motion detection algorithms
compare the rate-distortion cost function of the two blocks
instead of the sum of absolute differences (SAD) to detect the
zero motion blocks or best motion vector for the variable
block-size H.264/AVC video coding is proposed in [10]. The
efficiency of early termination algorithms is improved by
determining the adaptive threshold based on the ratedistortion (RD) cost of highly correlated blocks [11].
Another way to reduce complexity of ME process is to
adaptively change the search range [16-21]. The summation
of absolute value of previously computed motion vectors and
summation of prediction errors are used to change the search
range adaptively [19]. In [20], the search range is determined
at each block level by using local statistics of neighboring
blocks motion vectors (MVs). Unlike in [19] the MVs are
directly used irrespective of their size, in [21], three MVs are
firstly used together to calculate two statistics, and then based
on these statistics, decision on search range is made.
However, the fact is, high probability of large MV does not
mean a large search window is required, because the search
window may not be centered on the (0, 0) vector, it may
centered on the search center placed by median Motion
Vector Predictor (MVP).
This paper proposes an efficient adaptive search area
selection algorithm of H.264/AVC encoder. In this method,
instead of MVs, motion vector differences ( MVDs) are used.
The inter mode correlation is also considered to select the
search area. Based on the MVDs of previously computed
modes, the search area is changed in block level. Search area
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I. INTRODUCTION

A

S a result of rapid development of digital techniques and
increasing use of internet, image and video compression
plays a more and more important role in our life. H.264/AVC
is the newest video coding standard which offers a significant
performance improvement over previous video coding
standards such as H.263++ and MPEG-4 part 2 [1]. New and
advanced techniques are introduced in this new standard,
such as intra prediction for I-frame encoding, variable blocksize motion estimation (VBME), small block-size transform
coding, context-adaptive arithmetic entropy coding, deblocking filtering, etc. These advanced techniques are
incorporated in new standards and provide approximately
50% bit rate saving for equivalent perceptual quality relative
to the performance of prior standards [2]. Among several new
features that are introduced in H.264/AVC; motion estimation
(ME) is computationally intensive in comparison to
traditional algorithms and accounts for about 80% of the total
computation complexity. Therefore, development of efficient
algorithms for ME of H.264/AVC is one of the most
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is also inspired by the orientation of the previously computed
MVs. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Review of
motion estimation method of H.264/AVC is given in section
II. Section III describes the proposed search area selection
method. Simulation results are detailed in section IV. Finally,
section V concludes the paper.

even if multiple MVs may use larger amount of bits and
increase the bit rate. For this reason, H.264/AVC uses the
cost function J , rather than SAD, as the measure of
prediction error in selecting the best matching block. The RD
cost function J is defined as
J (m, λ ) = SAD (s, c (m)) + λ R (m − mvp)

(1)

II. MOTION ESTIMATION IN H.264/AVC
In order to best represent the motion information,
H.264/AVC allows partitioning a macroblock (MB) into
several blocks with variable block sizes, ranging from 16
pixels to 4 pixels in each dimension. For example, one MB of
size 16x16 may be kept as is, decomposed into two
rectangular blocks of size 8x16 or 16x8, or decomposed into
four square blocks of size 8x8. If the last case is chosen (i.e.
four 8x8 blocks), each of the four 8x8 blocks can be further
split to result in more sub-macroblocks. There are four
choices again, i.e. 8x8, 8x4, 4x8 and 4x4. The possible modes
of different block sizes are shown in Fig. 1. Each block with
reduced size can have its individual motion vectors to
estimate the local motion at a finer granularity. Though such
finer block sizes incur overhead such as extra computation for
searching and extra bits for coding the motion vectors, they
allow more accurate prediction in the motion compensation
process and consequently residual errors can be considerably
reduced, which are usually favorable for the final RD
performance.
Mode 1

Mode 2

Mode 3

mvp = ( mvp x , mvp y )T is

8x8 Blocks

Mode 5

Mode 6

Mode 7

4x8 Blocks

4x4 Blocks

the

current
predicted

MV,
MV,

and

SAD(s, c (m)) is the sum of absolute differences between

the number of bits required to code the MV.
As shown in Fig. 1, the total number of blocks for all
modes is 41. Each block can have its individual motion
vector. If the encoder selects one reference frame, to encode a
MB 41 MVs should be computed. If full search method is
utilized, the number of search point for a macro block
is 41(2 p + 1)2 , where, p is the search range. Therefore, the
complexity and computation load of ME in H.264/AVC
increases drastically compared to previous standards.
III. PROPOSED ADAPTIVE SEARCH AREA SELECTION
In H.264/AVC video coding, the search range p is fixed
throughout the encoding process. This constant search range
is inefficient for slow motion macroblocks because the
distance between best MV and search center is very small.
But for large motion MBs, a large search range is more
efficient. Therefore, an adaptive search range decision
algorithm is necessary for H.264/AVC video coding.
Since an object usually occupies more than one block of an
image, motions of the neighbouring blocks are highly
correlated. Also due to the inertia of the moving objects, there
is a correlation among motion vectors of blocks of consecutive
frames. Consequently if the MVs of the previously computed
MBs are all high then current MB is highly probable to have
large MV. However, the fact is, high probability of large MV
does not mean a large search window is required, because the
search window is not centered on the (0, 0) vector, it is
centered on the search center placed by median motion vector
predictor (MVP). For example, if the MVs of all adjacent
MBs is (12, 11) and the MV of current MB is also (12, 11),
the real situation is that the search center is calculated out as
(12, 11) thus a search range of zero will be large enough for
finding the correct MV (12, 11). Based on this idea, the
previously computed motion vector differences (MVDs) are
used to predict the search area of a current MB or mode. In
the proposed method, the adaptive search range (ASR) is
defined as the weighted average of the previously calculated
MV differences.

Fig. 1 Block sizes for motion estimation of H.264/AVC

Earlier encoders typically computed the sum of absolute
differences (SAD) between the current block and candidate
blocks and simply selected the MV yielding the least
distortion. However, this approach will often not give the best
image quality for a given bit rate, because it may select long
motion vectors that need many bits to transmit. It also does
not help to determine how subdivision should be performed,
because the smallest blocks will always minimize distortion,
Issue 4, Volume 3, 2009
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current block s and candidate block c for a given motion
vector m , λ is the Lagrangian multiplier and R (m − mvp) is
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where m = ( mx , m y )T is
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 5

 ∑ wi (MVx (i ) − MVPx ) 

Av _ MVDx =  i =1
5



∑ wi

i =1



Therefore, weighting factors of collocated, up and left modes
should be larger than that of up-left and up-right MVs.
Similarly, motion vector of 4x4 mode is highly correlated
with that of 8x8, 8x4, and 4x8 mode [11]. That’s why the
weighting factors of these modes are higher than other
modes. Similar observation is applied to select weighing
factors of all other modes.
In order to select a penalty function ∆R , we have used the
initial cost of the search center ( J MVP ). If J MVP is low, it

(2)

 5

 ∑ wi ( MV y (i ) − MVPy ) 

Av _ MVDy =  i =1
5



∑ wi

i =1



(3)

ASR = max( Av _ MVDx , Av _ MVD y ) + ∆R

(4)

means that MVP is probably close to best MV. On the other
hand, if J MVP is high, it means that MVP is not so correlated
with current MV, and thus the size of the search range should
be larger. Based on this observation ∆R is defined as follows:

Where, (MVx, MVy) are the horizontal and vertical
components of previously computed MVs , (MVPx , MVPy) is
the motion vector predictor, ( Av _ MVDx , Av _ MVDy ) is the
weighted average motion vector difference, ASR is the
adaptive search range, w is the weighting factors, and ∆R is
the penalty function. The notation   denotes rounding up

and

to next integer. Table 1 shows the candidate MVs and their
corresponding weighting factors for ASR calculation of
different modes.

16x16
16x8
8x16
8x8
8x4
4x8
4x4

J MVP
M ×N

(6)

Y

Y
Proposed
search area

ASR

2

Previously computed MVs and corresponding
weighting factor (wi)
Collocated (2), up (2), left (2), up-left (1), up-right
(1)
16x16 (2), Collocated (2), up (2), left (1), up-left (1)
16x16 (2), 16x8 (2), Collocated (2), up (1), left (1)
16x16 (2), 16x8 (2), 8x16(2), Collocated (1), up (1)
8x8 (2), 16x16 (2), 16x8 (2), 8x16(1), Collocated (1)
8x8 (2), 8x4 (2), 16x16 (2), 16x8 (1), 8x16(1)
8x8 (2), 8x4 (2), 4x8 (2), 16x16 (1), 16x8 (1)

1
 ASR 
 4 



3

2

-ASR

ASR

2

1

3

θ
 ASR 
 4  ASR X


 ASR 
 4 

 4

θ
ASR

-ASR

In H.264/AVC motion estimation process, the processing
order of different modes is 16x16, 16x8, 8x16, 8x8, 8x4, 4x8
and 4x4. So, during motion estimation process of 16x8 mode,
the information about the best MV of 16x16 mode is
available. Similarly while processing 4x4 block, the best MVs
and best RD costs of all other modes are already computed.
So we can estimate the search area of lower size block from
motion information of the higher size block of same MB. In
case of 16x16 mode, the information about MV of other
modes for same MB is not available. But MVs of neighboring
MBs and collocated MBs in the previous frames are already
computed.
In Table 1, the corresponding weighting factors of the set
of the MVs are given within braces. Motion vector of 16x16
mode is highly correlated with that of collocated, up and left
MB as compared to up-left and up-right MVs [11].
Issue 4, Volume 3, 2009
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(5)

where E is the average pixel error, JMVP is the RD cost of the
search center and MxN is the size of the block.

Table 1. Previously computed motion vectors ( MVx, MVy)
and corresponding weighting factors ( Wi) of equation (2)
and (3)
Mode

if E <= 2
otherwise

0
∆R = 
1

 ASR 
 4 

4

X -ASR

-ASR

-ASR

(a)

(b)

Y

Y

ASR

ASR

2  ASR 
 ASR  1
 4 
 4 




θ
 ASR 
 ASR 
 4  ASR X -ASR  4 



θ
θ 4

3

1

ASR

X

4

3

-ASR

-ASR

(c)

(d)

Fig. 2 Proposed search area with (a) most probable quadrant = 1, (b)
most probable quadrant = 2, (c) most probable quadrant = 3, (d)
most probable quadrant =4
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Dotted squares in fig. 2 indicate adaptive search window.
Search window is square which implies that the search range
is same in both horizontal and vertical directions but motion
vectors of real video sequences are directional oriented. If all
of the correlated blocks move in a particular direction, the
movement of current block should be also in the same
direction. Therefore a square search window is not efficient
and in order to tackle this issue, we have used orientation of
weighted average motion vector, calculated as follows:

differences can be found in [23].
A. Comparison with Full Search ME
In this experiment, the proposed method is compared with
full search ME of H.264/AVC. Both IPPPP and IPBPBP
sequences are used in simulations. Comparison results with
IPPPP sequences are tabulated in Table 3. The positive values
mean increments whereas negative values mean decrements.
The complexity reduction ∆T1 % is calculated as follows and
average values presented.

−1

θ = tan ( Av _ MVD y / AV _ MVD x )

(7)
∆T1 % =

If θ falls in first quadrant, the MV of current block is most
likely to be in the first quadrant. In this paper, the quadrant at
which θ falls is called the most probable quadrant.
Therefore, search ranges of other quadrants are reduced from
ASR to  ASR / 4 . Here   , means rounding up to integer

T proposed − TFS
T FS

× 100%

where, T FS denotes the integer pixel ME time of the JM 9.6
encoder with full search ME and Tproposed is the integer pixel
ME time of the encoder in the proposed method.
Fig. 3 shows the frame by frame comparison of the proposed
method with FS with IPPPP.. sequences in terms of PSNR
and number of bits. Both PSNR and bit rate of the proposed
method are almost same as FS. In these plots, 100 frames of
Flower video sequence are encoded with quantization
parameter equal to 20. The PSNR and rate of the first frame
is higher than others because first frame is encoded with
intra-coding and remaining frames are encoded with intercoding.

value. Grey area in fig. 2 shows the modified search window
for different values of most probable quadrants.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, JM
9.6 [22] reference software is used in simulation. Different
types of video sequences with CIF format are used as test
materials. Each sequence has 100 frames, hence, they
represent a wide range of motion contents.

45

Full Search

Table 2. Simulation Conditions

Propos ed

PSNR in dB

44

GOP Structure
Quantization Parameters
Number of Reference
Frame
Hadamard Transform
Search range for FS
Symbol mode
RDO optimization
Frame rate
Number of frames

(8)

IPPPP../IBPBP..
12/16/20/24
1

43

42

OFF
16
CAVLC
ON
30/60 fps
100

41
1

21

41

61

Frame Number

81

(a)
350
Full Search

300
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Number of Bits (kb)

A group of experiments were carried out on the test
sequences with different quantization parameters and frame
rates. All the simulations are conducted under Windows Vista
operating system, with Pentium 4 2.2 G CPU and 1 G RAM.
The conditions of the simulation are listed in Table 2. The
comparison results are produced and tabulated based on the
average difference of integer pixel ME time, the average
PSNR differences ( ∆PSNR ), and the average bit rate
differences ( ∆Rate %). PSNR and bit rate differences are
calculated according to the numerical averages between RD
curves derived from the original and proposed algorithm,
respectively. The detail procedure to calculate these

Proposed

250
200
150
100
50
0
1

21

41
61
Frame Number

81

(b)
Fig. 3 Frame by frame comparison of the proposed method with FS
motion estimation (a) PSNR Comparison (b) Bit rate Comparison
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(a) Akiyo@30 fps
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Bit Rate (kbps)
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(d) Bus@60 fps
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48
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Fig. 4 Rate-distortion (RD) curves of different sequences with IPPP.. frames
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Fig. 5 Rate-distortion (RD) curves of different sequences with IPBPBPB.. frames
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complexity. The complexity reduction ∆T2 % is calculated

From Table 3, it is clear that the proposed algorithm yields up
to 92% of integer pixel ME time savings, compared to a full
search ME of IPPP frames with a negligible PSNR reduction
(0.015 db) and bit rate increment (0.47%). The speed up of
the proposed algorithm is quite significant for various motion
videos and on average the proposed method saves 84%
computational cost in comparison with full search ME. The
computation reduction is more pronounced and an utmost
92% of FS for low motion sequence such as Akiyo and News.
Most of the motion vectors of these sequences are around the
search center so the adaptive search range is low.

using eq. (9) and average results presented.
∆T2 % =

Sequence

Foreman
Paris
Stefan
Flower
Akiyo
Mobile
60 fps
News
Bus
Tennis
Average

∆ PSNR

∆ Rate%

∆T1 %

-0.003
-0.018
-0.023
-0.015
-0.007
-0.002
-0.017
-0.031
-0.019
-0.015

0.178 %
0.591 %
0.689 %
0.317 %
0.005 %
0.060 %
0.773 %
0.860 %
0.797 %
0.474 %

-82.28 %
-84.24 %
-74.79 %
-81.27 %
-92.65 %
-86.57 %
-88.37 %
-82.95 %
-84.98 %
-84.23 %

Toth

×100%

(9)

where, Toth denotes the integer pixel ME time of the JM
9.6 encoder with other method and Tproposed is the integer
pixel ME time of the encoder in the proposed method. Table
5 shows the comparison of our proposed method with search
range decision method presented in [19] and [21]. It is shown
that as compared with reference [19], our algorithm reduces
bit rate by about 2.58 % and achieve 0.16 dB improvement in
PSNR on average with up to 26% computation reduction. The
proposed algorithm not only saves up to 36% computation
time of [21] but also improves the rate-distortion
performance.

Table 3 Comparison with full search ME with IPPP..
sequences
Frame
rate
30 fps

T proposed − Toth

Table 5 (a) Comparison with [19]

Table 4 Comparison with full search ME with IPBPBP..
sequences

Sequence

∆ PSNR

∆ Rate%

∆T2 %

Foreman
Paris
Stefan
Flower
Akiyo
Average

0.18
0.19
0.10
0.13
0.20
0.16

-3.77 %
-2.23 %
-2.93 %
-2.76 %
-1.24 %
-2.58 %

-26.05 %
-22.27 %
-25.28 %
-20.24 %
-8.17 %
-20.40 %

Table 5 (b) Comparison with [21]
Sequence

∆ PSNR

∆ Rate%

∆T1 %

Foreman
Paris
Stefan
Flower
Akiyo
News
Average

-0.010
-0.034
-0.046
-0.013
-0.006
-0.041
-0.025

0.618
1.140
1.206
0.280
0.359
1.910
0.918

-81.26
-86.28
-73.18
-82.24
-92.84
-85.25
-83.50

The RD curves for full search ME and the proposed method
of different sequences at dissimilar frame rates are presented
in fig. 4. In this figure IPPP sequences are used. We can see
that the RD curves of proposed method closely follow the
original full search method. As shown in Table 4, the
proposed method saves about 83% of computation of
IBPBPBPBP sequences with negligible degradation in RD
performance. The RD curves comparison of B frame coding
is presented in fig. 5. The RD curves of the proposed method
closely match with the original standard.

∆ PSNR

∆ Rate%

∆T2 %

Foreman
Paris
Stefan
Flower
Akiyo
Average

0.03
0.03
0.06
0.01
0.005
0.135

-1.47 %
-1.24 %
-1.90 %
-0.31 %
-0.28 %
-1.04 %

-36.34 %
-23.58 %
-18.88 %
-21.81 %
-18.84 %
-23.89 %

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed an adaptive search range
decision algorithm for variable block size motion estimation
strategy based on motion vector differences of neighboring
and collocated blocks. The adaptive search range method
determines the size of the search range dynamically. The
proposed method is very simple and efficient and
experimental results confirm that the proposed method not
only cuts down the computational complexity but also
improves coding efficiency and picture quality as well. The
proposed method can be easily applied to many mobile video
application areas such as a digital camera.

B. Comparison with other methods
In this experiment, the proposed method is compared with
two different methods in terms of RD performance and
Issue 4, Volume 3, 2009
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